
Product Data Sheet

RAM for Fujitsu - Siemens P2510 Edition (D2480) (S001117)

Product specifications

Upgrade capacity 1GB
Number of modules 1
Capacity per module 1GB
Module organisation 128Mx64
Design 240pin DIMM DDR2 - 533MHz, Unbuffered, 1,8V
Module type System specific RAM
CompuRAM Part-# CRM1024D2/FS28881-S001117
Replace OEM Part-# S26361-F2888-L114
GTIN 4053651085953
Brand CompuRAM
Listed since 19th Oct 2006
Quickcode X2193

Configuration rules

Target system P2510 Edition (D2480) (S001117)
System manufacturer Fujitsu - Siemens
Category Desktop

Maximum RAM: 4GB
Upgradeable Slots: 2
Standard installed: 256MB (removable)

If Dual-Channel mode is requested, modules must be ordered and installed pairwise.

https://www.compuram.biz/goto/x2193

CompuRAM GmbH
Geisenhausenerstr. 18
D-81379 Munich

Phone: +49 (89) 55 29 73-0
Fax: +49 (89) 55 29 73-29
E-mail: info@compuram.de

When it comes to high-quality memory upgrades , CompuRAM is one of the top addresses. In
addition to DIMM and SO-DIMM from our own CompuRAM brand, we sell high-end Samsung &
KIOXIA SSDs and Supermicro components with a focus on B2B customers.

One of our particular strengths is to merge classic product sales with eCommerce solutions
developed in-house, thereby offering our customers an excellent user experience.

Since 1997, we have been supplying quality-conscious customers with our products and services in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland, but also increasingly in the European market. According to our
company philosophy UPGRADE WITH KNOW-HOW - we focus on the satisfied customer.

The passion for what we do, creativity and the permanent incentive to offer innovative solutions
make us a long-term successful company in our market segment.

Sustainable quality management guarantees 100% compatibility - with a 10-year warranty on every
CompuRAM memory module. Because we stand behind the quality of our products.

Our commitment at CompuRAM

Trust and respect are the basis for our teamwork. We are in a continuous process of innovation and
value the judgement of all employees who contribute their skills and experience to CompuRAM as
part of a diverse team. We also want to work with customers and partners we trust, who value
fairness, quality and reliability as much as we do.

15,90 € net
18,92 € incl. 19% VAT

4 pcs. ready to ship
Further modules ready for

dispatch in 1-2 working days
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Trust in our experience and
quality:

10 years warranty
100% compatibility with
mentioned target system
Flexible exchange and return
options
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